Inquiry Learning Grade 3 – 2016-2017
Course Objectives:
Inquiry learning is an inquiry based subject that provides students with an opportunity to explore concepts from
Environmental Education, Social Education, Personal Development, Health Education, Science and Technology and
Language Arts. The subject allows students to gather information, and process and apply understandings through a
wide range of vehicles such as English, Mathematics, Music, Art and Computer. It will provide students with the
opportunity to gain the skills and attitudes as well as the concepts and knowledge that are needed to become both
informed global citizens and active members in their local community.
Resources:
1. The library
2. The internet
3. The community
4. Teacher’s resources
Main Topics Covered:
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Semester 2:
*Legacies: An Examination of Past
Civilizations - Social Education
Big Idea: Many systems of past
civilizations are linked to societies
and cultures of the present day.
Underlying concepts:
The time and place of the
civilizations being Investigated.
The systems developed by
those civilizations.
The aspects of past civilizations
which are relevant today.
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Exploring Materials - Science

Big Idea: Journeys or voyages
create change and can lead to new
opportunities.

Big Idea: In our daily lives we use all
sorts of “stuff” (materials) but where
does this “stuff” come from?

Underlying concepts:
- The types of journeys people
make.
- Choices and decisions involved in
making a new journey.
- Changes experienced because of
the journey.
- Research on the evolution of
transport system.

Underlying concepts:
- Natural and man-made materials
- Uses of materials
- Changes in materials

Assessment





Assessments
Formative assessment (class work / homework)
Summative assessment (projects)
Quizzes

Weighting %
20
50
30

100

